
Don't let not having a studio vocalist stop you from finalizing your project. Big EDM is giving you Deep 

Phat Vocals. A huge pack that includes 5 construction kits, audio loops, samples, and one hits. With this 

pack, you can add soulful vocal tracks that sound beyond amazing. Choose from our processed and 

mixed acapella rendering or use the dry track to edit and add your own effects. Adding vocals gives your 

song more dimension and can make it more expressive. 

 

Choose from vocals that are soft and elegant, smooth and passionate, powerful and emotive or 

adventurous and energetic. Deep Phat Vocals can satisfy your vocal needs by offering a diversity that 

can be applied to EDM, Chill, Hip Hop, RnB, Deep House and more. 

 

In addition to the sounds used in the kits, we want you to have more freedom in your design. We have 

included a library of additional loops and samples that will make your possibilities limitless. You will find 

drum samples that offer a low end that really bumps. Kick drums that are heavy, sub bass, muffled, 

tight, and punchy. Organic snare sounds that cover several acoustic environments. 

 

Melody loops that include airy siren pads, arpeggiated retro synths and light future pluck. Atmospheric 

sounds such as stutters of light static and light mechanical glitches. Pure sine generated bass lines that 

have a smooth decay and will morph smoothly between shapes. Crunchy, deep and dirty bass lines that 

are sure to give the club drivers a run for their money. Metallic and crisp cymbals and many other 

percussive sounds to accentuate the dynamic. 

 

Give your track the extra character that only a human vocal can provide. Pick up Deep Phat Vocals from 

Big EDM. 

 

Product details: 

- 5 Construction Kits(MIDI); 

- 10 Melody Loops (+ MIDI); 

- 25 Drum Loops; 

- 10 Kicks; 

- 10 Claps; 

- 10 Cymbals; 

- 10 Percussion; 

- 10 Snare; 

- 5 Vocal Stems; 



- 100% Royalty Free. 


